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Course Description
Fuel cell systems are promising power-generation sources that are more and more presented as a good alternative to current energy converters such as internal combustion engines. The first vehicles are available on the market. They are nevertheless scientific, technical and industrial issues that have to be tackled before seeing large fleets of such vehicles around us in day-to-day life. This tutorial will aim at presenting the current state of the art on this technology and its application in an increased electrical mobility framework. The tutorial will be decomposed in 3 parts:

1. a first one to recall the main characteristics of hydrogen fuel cells, of fuel cell systems, and to present their current performances;
2. a second one to depict the state of the art regarding fuel cell applications onboard vehicles;
3. a last one to present open issues, ongoing research actions and to present reasonable perspectives.
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Marie-Cécile Péra obtained an electrical engineering degree from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Ingénieurs Electriciens de Grenoble, France, in 1990. She received a PhD in electrical engineering from the Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble, in 1993. From 1994 to 1999, she was an Associate Professor at the University of Reims Champagne Ardennes, where she studied non-linear dynamics of electrical systems, based on chaos theory. Since 1999, she has joined the University of Franche Comté (UFC) where she launched the activities on Fuel Cell Systems. In September 2008, she became a full Professor and joined the FEMTO-ST Institute. From 2008 to 2012, she was the deputy Head of the Energy Department of FEMTO-ST. She works on energy management of hybrid electric power generation systems (fuel cells, PEMFC and SOFC, supercapacities, batteries), the diagnosis and prognostics of fuel cell systems. Since 2012, she has been the deputy Director of the FEMTO-ST Institute (800 persons) and a member of the FCLAB Research Federation. She’s member of the Scientific Council of the department of Engineering and Systems Sciences of the National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS). She has contributed to more than 250 publications in peer-reviewed international journals and international conferences.

**Intended audience**

No specific background is required. All information about fuel cell technology and also its application in mobile devices will be provided during the tutorial to the audience.
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